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Exercise

Dr. Philip A. White
We have all seen the benefits of exercise (if not in 
the mirror, then on others): muscles rippling and 
well defined; contours of marble; skin glowing 
and smooth; a bounce in the step - all indicators 
of a strength and endurance within. But there is 
yet another benefit of exercise, a benefit more 
subtle than the others, and it too is found within: 
higher HGH levels.

It should not come as a complete surprise that 
this is so.  We know that exercise is good for us, 
that it can help keep us trim, firm, and slow 
down the aging process. And we know that this 
is also the case for HGH, although at a higher 
degree of efficacy. So, it should not be surprising 
to see that exercise has been shown to elevate 
the levels of HGH in the body.  In fact, it would 
actually seem quite plausible that the increased 
levels of HGH generated by heavy exercise is in 
part, at least, the mechanism by which the 
anti-aging results are ultimately obtained.

And here again we see HGH involved in a cyclical 
relationship: exercise (muscle mass working) 
promotes raised HGH levels; raised HGH levels 

contribute to the formation of new muscle mass; 
which can do even more exercise, and so on.

To be precise, the kind of exercise that is most 
conducive to raised HGH levels is that of a 
non-aerobic, strength producing nature.  
Exercises with weights, for example, that are 
done for strength and not endurance, where the 
body is pushed to its limit within a few 
repetitions - these are the kinds of exercises that 
raise the levels of HGH. Similarly, a hard driving 
game of squash or tennis is more efficacious in 
raising HGH levels than is a more leisurely game 
over a longer period of time.

A study that supports this very well, involved a 
number of women divided into three groups; the 
first group would run a set distance of about 40 
miles in a week, doing a third of this distance on 
three different days, running it at their flat-out 
limit. The second group would cover the same 
distance, but it was spread out over six days, and 
was run at a more moderate pace. The third 
group was a control group and did not run at all.

Somewhat surprisingly, only the first group 
showed strong increases in their HGH bursts or 
pulse levels. Undoubtedly, the second group 
would have benefitted by strengthening the 
cardiovascular system, as well as by gains in 
muscle tone and by burning off calories. But they 
did not show the solid HGH gains made by the 
first group that ran harder and faster.

Of course, as was expected, the control group 
showed no change in HGH levels.

Other studies have also come up with similar 
results. The upshot is, to raise the levels of HGH 
significantly by means of exercise, strenuous 
exercise works best.

It is possible that lower body exercises are more 
effective that upper body workouts for raising 
HGH levels. If so, that may simply reflect the fact 

that the quadriceps and other leg muscles are 
amongst the largest in the body, and for that 
reason should be more effective in raising HGH 
levels.

An added benefit to extended, strenuous 
exercise, is the mild feeling of euphoria that 
often comes with it, brought on by elevated 
levels of beta endorphins in the brain.  
Additionally, these raised levels of endorphins 
have been shown to promote the secretion of 
HGH. To what extent this represents the 
mechanism by which exercise raises the levels of 
HGH is unknown. In fact, it is little understood at 
all just why exercise brings about raised levels of 
HGH.  Undoubtedly, this is just one more area 
currently being researched in this interesting and 
exciting field.

Excerpt from Dr. White’s  The Road to Longevity
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QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“ Practice social distancing

from the 
refrigerator and get moving.” 

— Marlies White
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Join the SomaLife Affiliate Program and Save!
SomaLife has a program that REWARDS YOU for sharing Marlies’ vision . . . a vision promoting good health and improving the 

lives of others. There is absolutely no cost to you to be part of the health revolution, and our flagship product, 
Youth Formula or Formula G helps support your immune system, which in these uncertain times is paramount.

When your friend uses
YOUR COUPON CODE

they will

SAVE15%
on their order of

Youth Formula or
gHP Sport

Plus for a LIMITED TIME
they will receive

Marlies’ #1 Best Seller

BECAUSE HE COULD
with their first order!

Joining the 
SomaLife Affiliate Program

is SIMPLE and EASY!
To sign up, please go to the following link:

www.linkconnector.com/join/somalife
Here you will find our Partner Signup Form.

Please fill in the code you wish to use, e.g., Vision15
(whatever you want to use as your individual code)

Then fill in your contact information and mailing address
and hit submit…it’s that easy.

You will then receive an email stating that your information has been 
submitted to Link Connector.

Please forward the email from Link Connector to

  kim@somalife.com
with the code you want to have attributed to your account

and she will get you set up.

How it Works
When your code is used by a friend, family member or anyone you 
refer to SomaLife, at checkout, they will receive an immediate 
discount on their order.  

You will then earn a 15% commission on the discounted 
amount of that order. 

Link Connector tracks the sales and once your account reaches a 
minimum of $100.00, a check will be issued to you in US funds. 

Sales are tracked from the previous month and the check is issued 
(once it reaches the minimum threshold) at the end of the next 
month … i.e., Sales verified for the month of December are paid out 
the 3rd week of January.

NOTE:  You are not able to use your own code on your own order.

Call Kim at 1-877-256-7662
and she will be happy to answer any questions you have.

This is a WIN-WIN!


